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www.infineon.com/jobs

Senior Specialist, Customer Logistics Management

Job description
Proactive collaboration and communication with customer is key in CLM’s job

•Proactive collaboration and communication with customer is key in CLM’s job 
•Operate within Order Management systems and act according CLM Touch Scenarios. 
•Avoid escalation situations in collaboration with internal partners by obtaining and 
verifying customer information. 
•Analyzing and understanding customer’s demand and order behavior and proactively 
avoid supply issues by making use of reports and tools. 
•Proactive provide expected changes in customer demand and align action internally. 
•Continuously drive the improvement of demand supply gaps. 
•Coordinate customer locations in regard to order management &logistics tasks. 
•Proactive collaboration and communication open-orders, delivery plans and lead 
times towards customer. 
•Understand customer supply chain end-to-end and strive to reduce complexity by 
developing customer insights and market intelligence (e.g. Supply Chain channel, 
product know-how, market development). 
•Review current operation processes and deployment of improvement measures (e.g. 
EDI, logistics, programs, Supply Chain concepts).

Profile
•BA degree or above in Engineering, Statistics, Business Administration, Supply Chain 
Management are preferred 
•Minimum 3 to 5 years working experience, Customer Service and Planning experience 
is a plus 
•Market environment and business insights, semiconductor industrial experience is a 
plus 
•Team player, is able to work independently and drive topics with cross function team, 
willing to take initiatives 
•Strong customer focus, interaction and negotiation skills to deal with tough situations 
•Strong analytical and problem-solving skills in dealing with complexity, ability to 
prioritize and multitasking 
•Self -motivated and is able to work under pressure 
•Fluent in English skills 
•Ability to work with SAP, CRM, advanced excel knowledge 

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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